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The work packages:
WP1 Project Management
WP2 Present and Future
Maritime Fuels
WP3 Exhaust Gas Cleaning
WP4 Energy Effecient and Heat
Recovery
WP5 Energy Transformers
WP6 System Impact when Using
Wind, Wave and Solar
Energy

Effship is a research and
development project partly
funded by the Vinnova
“Environment innovations”
- program.
The project started in December 2009 and runs for
40 months until Mars 2013
and is based on the vision
of a sustainable and successful maritime transport
industry – one which is
energy efficient and has
minimal environmental
impacts.
One of the main objectives
of the project is to identify
the best and most effective
way for the shipping industry to comply with the
upcoming regulations regarding emissions and pave
the way to a sustainable

Short sea roro-ship, serving as test platform in Effship

shipping industry.
The findings and results of
the work packages are
implemented in two state
of the art ships; a short
sea cargo roro ship and a
Panamax tanker. This approach will ensure that
compatibility between the
different combinations of
solutions is achieved.

WP7 Logistic system analysis

•

•
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Partners
- SSPA
- ScandiNAOS
- Wärtsilä
- S-MAN
- DEC
- Chalmers
- StoraEnso
- Göteborgs Energi
- Svenska Orient Linjen
- Stena Rederi
Funding
- Vinnova 60%
- Partners 40%
Duration
- Dec 2009—March
2013

WP8 Demonstration of
Findings

Project sponsor

WP9 Final Reporting, Dissemination and Future Project
Panamax tanker , serving as test platform in Effship

Project partners
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Where we can find alternatives to HFO

Background — why we have to do something now

Global energy use

The impact on our planet from human
activities causes concern. The impact
from the transport industry is no exception. Of all transport modes, shipping
transports by far the most cargo on tonkm basis and does this with, by far, the
lowest consumption of fuel.
Although marine transportation is fuel
efficient, large quantities of low grade
residual fuel are burned, producing a
substantial amount of harmful emissions.
Consequently regulations limiting emissions were developed and adopted—and
more will come.

ECA—Emission Control Area in Northern Europe

Upcoming IMO Rules for Emission Control

Source: www.bp.com

Reduction of allowed emission levels of Sulphur in ECA and Global areas.

Allowed emissions of NOx in Global areas today (red) and ECA:s (green) from 2016.

Other regions that may establish Emission Control Areas

Commercially
The oil prices are steadily
rising due to increased difficulty in exploiting remaining
crude oil reserves and more
costly regulatory requirements for refined products.
Reserves

ECA—Emission Control Area in North America

Expected future ECA—Emission Control Area in the Mediterranean
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them.

The reserves of natural gas
are substantial and easily exPossible biofuel alternatives
Technically
are not available in the quanti- ploited. As shown on the next
There are increasing demands ties needed in the maritime
page, a wide range of fuels can
for refined cleaner fuels and
industry. Possible local use in be made out of natural gas. Of
for advanced cleaning of flue
combination with other fuels special interest are LNG,
gas.
methanol and DME, but othcan be foreseen.
ers including synthetic diesel
The need for lower CO2
Possible
future
etc. can be produced.
emissions and even CO2 neutral fuels is becoming more
scenarios
China has officially declared
apparent and important.
that methanol and DME will
Short and medium term

Present Situation

There are richer reserves of
gas than of oil, but the reserves of coal exceeds both of

In the short and medium
term, crude oil will be dominant as a base for maritime
fuel. Supply of HFO will remain and demand for low sulphur fuels will increase. Techniques for meeting the NOx
(SCR), and SOx (scrubber)
requirements are available as
well as for expected PM requirements.

be the major future fuels for
their transport system.
Long term
At ”Energy 2050 — International Symposium on Fossil
Free Energy” arranged in 2009
by the Kungliga Vetenskaps
Akademin (KVA), the possibility of making hydrogen using
solar and geothermal energy
was emphasized. Several large
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scale industrial projects in this
context, e.g. the DESERTEC,
are underway.
Out of hydrogen and CO2,
methanol, DME and other
fuels can be produced.
The two Nobel Prize winners
George Olah and Carlo Rubbia declared such a scenario as
highly realistic and desirable as
it makes available almost
unlimited quantities of GHG
neutral and clean fuels/energy
carriers.
The Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT), also advocates this in a report from
2010, and sees methanol/DME
as a bridge to a future ”carbon
free Society” based on solar
energy.
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Maritime Fuels from v
various feedstock

carrying about 40 tons of LNG which
together with the tare maximizes the
load on a four axle railcar. The unit can
be handled on roro ships to and from
the central LNG terminal and in the roro
For start-up of a system for bunkering of terminals with conventional translifter
ships and for inland distribution, the fol- equipment.
Methanol is a liquid at normal temperalowing Effship idea is developed:
ture and pressure. Transport and storing
The carrier is a tank on a SECU chassis
is conventional. Methanol is traded on an
The trade with LNG as a ship bunker
fuel, is new and requires local terminals,
feeder ships and an established contract
and spot market. The creation of this is
in its very beginning.

• HFO

• Biofuel

• LSHFO

• DME

• ULSHFO

• Methanol

• MDO

• GTL

• MGO
• LNG

Evaluated marine fuels based on crude oil refining

Other evaluated marine fuels:

Heavy Fuel Oil

HFO

LNG

Low Sulphur Heavy Fuel Oil

LSHFO

Methanol

Ultra Low Sulphur Heavy Fuel Oil

ULSHFO

DME

Marine Diesel Oil

MDO

Gas to Liquid (GTL )

Marine Gas Oil

MGO

DME is at atmospheric pressure a gas
and becomes liquid at about a pressure
of 5 bar. DME has for more than ten
years been successfully tested as a Diesel
fuel in the automotive industry but not
so far in large engines for ships.
A technology is under development for
on-line dehydrating of methanol into
DME (Haldor-Topsö). This creates the
possibility for easy onboard storage of
methanol bunker and for use in a Diesel
engine (possibly dual fuel).

LNG is a liquid at -163°C and require on board storage in well
insulated pressure tanks. The technology with engines running
LSHFO is normally produced by diluting with low sulphur
MDO. ULSHFO requires advanced energy intensive cracking. on LNG is proven in both Otto and –with dual fuel – Diesel
Desulphurization of MDO and MGO is made by means of hy- engines. With very few exceptions LNG is shipped in large
quantities to terminals where it is re-gasified and distributed
drogen. The figure to the above right gives an idea of today’s
by pipe lines. For this gas trade, a well functioning contractrequirements for sulphur contents of fuels at sea and ashore
compared with what is required in the 2015 IMO SECA Rules. and spot market exist.
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established contract and spot market.
Methanol has been successfully tested as
an Otto cycle engine fuel (or with pilot
fuel as for a Diesel engine) for more than
ten years in the automotive industry, but
not in large engines for ships.

Local distribution of LNG
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Energy efficiency and recovery
The ship propulsion system generates a lot of waste energy which is
not recovered.
The waste energy of an internal
combustion engines is divided into
exhaust gas emissions and engine
cooling. Most ships run on heavy
fuel oil which has high viscosity and
high sulphur content, which is why
the exhaust gas is used for bunker

and compartment heating, via
steam or thermal oil boilers.
Some engine cooling systems can be
used for heating and driving evaporators. Still a lot of waste energy is
available for recovery. To investigate the opportunities for an economically viable recovery system,
two stroke and four stroke engines
are being investigated.

Two stroke engine
Ships using two stroke engines are normally equipped with one single engine,
with or without shaft generators. The
fuel is HFO that requires heating, which
most of the exhaust gas heat is not available for other purposes. The engine
cooling is available but the temperature

Principle energy recovery for ORC

Exhaust Gas Cleaning
Different fuels will result in different containments and concentrations in the exhaust gas, that in turn will require different methods of cleaning. WP3 is working
with the identification and evaluation of
methods of exhaust gas cleaning, existing
and under development, with regards to
NOx, SOx, VOC and PM. The traditional
oil based fuel will, although subject to
increased environmental demands, dominate the scene for many years. Alterna-

Wind as propulsive force

Flettner rotors

Ever since the disappearance of sailing
cargo ships after WW2, an impressive
number of studies and projects have
been produced to investigate once again
using wind to assist propulsion.
Less than 50% of a the energy content of the fuel becomes mechanical
energy

level gives a rather low efficiency. However an organic Rankin cycle (ORC) units
could be applicable for recovering energy
for the ship’s hotel requirements.

Ships with four stroke engines are frequently equipped with several engines
and operate in coastal waters implying
short voyages and
part load. For heat
recovery each engine
has to be connected
to a boiler, which
makes the heat recovery system more
expensive. Part load
operation makes the
heat recovery system
fluctuate and the recovery potential
lower.

Kite

The reason is each time the same – rising
fuel prices. Every “oil crisis” has initiated
activities in the search for fuel saving
technologies.
With some 20 years since the last major
study it is time to see what new wind
technologies can do to cope with high oil
prices and stricter environmental requirements. Simple and easily operable
arrangements are the main goal.

Four stroke engine

250 kW ORC generator onboard

The kite, the Flettner rotor and the wing
sail are the concepts chosen for further
study and development.
Tanker with telescopic sail arrangement (Patent pending)

Conclusions
The tentative current conclusion is that
the most suitable ship for waste heat to
power is a two stroke engine for high
seas operation where low temperature
engine cooling is the most accessible
source possibly with some excess steam
from the exhaust gas boiler. To avoid
auxiliary engine in operation the ship has
to have a shaft generator installed.

required. If based on biogas they may be
tive fuels will gradually be introduced.
GHG-neutral.
The principles to comply with the upcoming rules are simple. For high sulphur
HFO, exhaust cleaning for NOx and SOx
must be installed i.e. scrubber and SCR.
MDO and MGO require fuel sulphur
content within the limits of the rules and
an SCR. If limits for PM come into force
(which seems imminent), filters are required. Fuels based on natural gas or
biogas are practically free from sulphur
and PM and an SCR is not necessarily
Wärtsilä Freshwater scrubber
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Logistic System Analysis
Innovative technologies and eco friendly
fuels are great. However – the design
and operation of a sea transport system
may offer even greater possibilities for
decreasing the environmental impact.
Three issues are of major importance in
this context :
Minimize the fuel consumption for
the actual transport work.
This means that the ships in the system
must size-wise be maximized to fit the
cargo flow and schedule frequency. The
bigger the ships, the less fuel per transported ton of cargo.
Efficiency in port.
This means less time alongside allowing
more time at sea = lower speed for a
given frequency. Less time in port can be

arrived at with improved
physical handling and
also by improved trading
practice. Minimizing demurrage is an example
of this.
Density in the voyages.
This means minimizing
ballast voyages, having a
ship with good cargo intake and a commercial system that can utilize this. In
short sea and liner trade, the know how
to achieve this is considerable. Consequently this project is studying the situation within bulk and tanker trade. After
all, those segments account for more
than 80% of the sea trade.
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StoraEnsos BasePort system in the Port of Gothenburg

EffShip
What comes next? Future and spin off projects.
In addition to the installation and testing of the ORC in a gas fuelled IEC power plant in Gothenburg, the ”Effship” project contains a
number advanced studies regarding development of technologies for clean and efficient shipping. These studies define excellent
proposals for solid follow-up demonstrators.
Examples of such “next step” demonstrators are:
•

Ship’s engines fuelled by DME and including a “Methanol-to-DME” on-line reformer
A project containing these technologies gives the possibilities to highlight the full paradigm aiming at “Sulphur- and PM-free
exhaust fumes with low NOx, achieved with a bunker fuel without cargo space intruding pressure tanks and with excellent
possibilities for heat recovery”. This kind of project does not need a large propulsion motor but could very well use a
generator engine for demonstration.

•

Storage of recovered heat
Recovered heat from the engine exhaust fumes and cooling system can be converted to electricity or propulsive power.
There are moments when this cannot be readily utilized. The technology of storage for later use (like accommodation and
system heating for ferries alongside) is best studied in a full scale test application on an existing ship.

•

Sail as propulsive power
The Effship produce a careful study comparing the Skysail kite, the Flettner rotor and the newly, by Effship, developed
telescopic wing sail arrangement.
A scale model of the wing sail in about 1:10 scale would bring the knowledge of this new technology to the stage next to a
full scale application. Possible ship models for scale open door tests exists and can be made available.

•

LNG distribution
LNG as a ship’s fuel has its applications but is strongly hampered by the lack of cheap and efficient infrastructure for
distribution.
The Effship has developed an intermodal ship- and rail-born distribution system with wheel-born in terminal applications.
This proposal is brought to the level where the next step is a set of full scale prototypes.
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·
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Find us on the web:

The Effship project is a research and development project partly
funded by Vinova in their program for “Environment innovations”.
The project started in December 2009 and runs for 40 months until
Mars 2013.
The Effship project is based on the vision of a sustainable and successful maritime transport industry – one which is energy efficient and has minimal environmental impacts.
One of the main objectives of the project is to identify the best and
most effective way for the shipping industry to comply with the
upcoming regulations regarding emissions.
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